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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of mo-
bile communications, and particularly to a paging method
and device.

Background of the Invention

[0002] In Standard Specification 3GPP TS24.301, it is
specified that a Mobility Management Entity (MME) that
manages a User Equipment (UE) may include a New
Tracking Area Identity List (NEW TAI List) allocated to
the UE and the Globally Unique Temporary Identity (GU-
TI) of the UE in a GUTI Reallocation Command message
and deliver the message to the UE. If the MME detects
a Lower Layer Failure before it receives a GUTI Reallo-
cation Complete message fed back by the UE, then in
order to establish a Non Access Stratum (NAS) signaling
connection between the UE and the network side, the
MME may page the UE by using the International Mobile
Subscriber Identity (IMSI) of the UE.
[0003] Additionally, during Tracking Area Update
(TAU) procedure, the MME may include the NEW TAI
List allocated to the UE and the GUTI of the UE in a
Tracking Area Update Accept (TAU Accept) message
and deliver the message to the UE. If the MME detects
a Lower Layer Failure before receiving a TAU Complete
message fed back by the UE, then the MME pages the
UE by using the OLD GUTI or NEW GUTI of the UE; if
results of the paging with the OLD GUTI and the NEW
GUTI both present a paging failure, then the MME pages
the UE by using the IMSI of the UE, and the UE may
access to the network again after receiving the paging
from the MME.
[0004] WO2010019364 A1 patent application disclos-
es a method for implementing a fallback procedure from
a packet switched (PS) radio access technology (RAT)
to a circuit switched (CS) RAT is disclosed. A paging
message is received at a wireless transmit/receive unit
(WTRU) via the PS RAT, the paging message including
a WTRU identifier and a domain indicator, wherein the
domain indicator indicates whether the paging message
is related to a service on the CS RAT. If the WTRU iden-
tifier in the paging message matches a stored identifier
of the receiving WTRU, then a fallback procedure to the
CS RAT is performed. The WTRU responds to the paging
message using a CS RAT-based identifier assigned to
the WTRU.
[0005] The article in the name of the company NTT
DOCOMO, entitled "Clarification on the use of paging
with IMSI due to network node failure", 3GPP DRAFT,
discloses a Network Triggered Service Request proce-
dure including: If the UE is registered in the MME, the
MME sends a Paging message (NAS Paging ID, TAI(s),
Paging DRX ID) to each eNodeB belonging to the track-
ing area(s) in which the UE is registered. The step is

described in detail in TS 36.300 [5]. Steps 3-4 are omitted
if the MME already has a signaling connection over S1-
MME towards the UE. If the MME that assigned the S-
TMSI fails, the S-GW will request the other MMEs in the
same MME pool area to page the UE using the IMSI for
mobile terminating call. A UE that is paged for PS serv-
ices with IMSI as the identifier shall perform a new UE
registration procedure and be re-located a new S-TMSI.
If the UE is registered in the SGSN, the SGSN sends
paging messages to RNC/BSS, which is described in de-
tail in TS 23.060 [7]. If the SGSN that assigned the P-
TMSI fails, the S-GW will request the other SGSNs in the
tracking pool area to page the UE using the IMSI for mo-
bile terminating call. A UE that is paged for PS services
with IMSI as the identifier shall perform a new E-GPRS
attach and should (re)activate PDP contexts.
[0006] The article in the name of the company MO-
TOROLA, entitled "Pseudo-CR on Paging with IMSI",
3GPP DRAFT, discloses Pseudo-CR on Paging with IM-
SI. It allows the network to page for the UE in abnormal
cases when paging with other UE identity failed due to
ex. network failure. The network may initiate paging using
IMSI ifS-TMSI is not available due to a network failure;
paging with old and new S-TMSI fails, mainly for the case
of GUTI reallocation procedure is not completed due to
lower layer failure. In this case inconsistency between
the UE and network temporary identities could happen.
[0007] The article entitled "3rd Generation Partnership
Project; Technical Specification Group Core Network
and Terminals; Non-Access-Stratum (NAS) protocol for
Evolved Packet System (EPS); Stage 3 (Release 8)",
and the article in the name of the company CATT, entitled
"Pseudo-CR on Update to the abnormal case of the GUTI
reallocation procedure", 3GPP, DRAFT, both disclose
the procedures used by the protocols for mobility man-
agement and session management between User Equip-
ment (UE) and Mobility Management Entity (MME) in the
Evolved Packet System (EPS). The following abnormal
cases can be identified: a) Lower layer failure. If a lower
layer failure is detected before the GUTI REALLOCA-
TION COMPLETE message is received, the old and the
new GUTI shall be considered as valid until the old GUTI
can be considered as invalid by the network. If a new TAI
list was provided in the GUTI REALLOCATION COM-
MAND message, the old and new TAI list shall also be
considered as valid until the old TAI list can be considered
as invalid by the network. During this period the network:
may first use the old S-TMSI from the old GUTI for paging
within the area defined by the old TAI list for an imple-
mentation dependent number of paging attempts for net-
work originated transactions. If a new TAI list was pro-
vided with old GUTI in the GUTI REALLOCATION COM-
MAND message, the new TAI list should also be used
for paging. Upon response from the UE, the network may
re-initiate the GUTI reallocation. If the response is re-
ceived from a tracking area within the old and new TAI
list, the network shall re-initiate the GUTI reallocation. If
no response is received to the paging attempts, the net-
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work may use the new S-TMSI from the new GUTI for
paging for an implementation dependent number of pag-
ing attempts. In this case, if a new TAI list was provided
with new GUTI in the GUTI REALLOCAITON COM-
MAND message, the new TAI list shall be used instead
of the old TAI list. Upon response from the UE the network
shall consider the new GUTI as valid and the old GUTI
as invalid.
[0008] The article entitled "3rd Generation Partnership
Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access
Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access
Network (E-UTRAN); S1 Application Protocol (S1AP)
(Release 8)" discloses a paging procedure including a
MME initiates the paging procedure by sending the PAG-
ING message to the eNB. At the reception of the PAGING
message, the eNB shall perform paging of the UE in cells
which belong to tracking areas as indicated in the List of
TAIs IE. The CN Domain IE shall be transferred trans-
parently to the UE.
[0009] US 2007/259675 A1 patent application disclos-
es a Network-initiated connection establishment employ-
ing base stations that affix a temporary identifier and a
shared control channel index to a paging message. User
equipment for which the paging message is intended re-
sponds with a paging acknowledgement. In response to
the paging acknowledgement, the network establishes
shared channel connectivity with the UE.
[0010] The patent US5875400 A discloses a cellular
mobile communications system. In a cellular mobile ac-
cess communications system each mobile terminal reg-
isters its location at intervals. From the registration history
of each mobile, a probable group of cells within which a
mobile terminal may be located is predicted. When a mo-
bile is to be paged, the paging message is transmitted
to the predicted cell group. If no response is received
from the terminal, the page message is then broadcast
to further system cells. This reduces the overall paging
load on the system.
[0011] A mobility management context of the UE con-
taining a TAI LIST of the UE is stored in the MME. During
the procedure of paging the UE, the MME determines
Tracking Areas (TAs) in which the UE is registered from
the TAI LIST in the mobility management context, and
then sends a paging message in those TAs in which the
UE is registered. During the above GUTI Reallocation
procedure and TAU procedure, if no NEW TAI List is
allocated to the UE by the MME, then the existing TAI
List of the UE stored in the MME is effective, that is, the
OLD TAI List is effective, and paging the UE by the MME
using the IMSI of the UE is in those TAs corresponding
to those Tracking Area Identities (TAIes) contained in the
OLD TAI List; or if a NEW TAI List is allocated to the UE
by the MME, and the MME is unable to determine the
effectiveness of the NEW TAI List and the OLD TAI List
after detecting a Lower Layer Failure, that is, the MME
cannot determine whether the NEW TAI List allocated to
the UE is effective or the existing OLD TAI List of the UE
is effective, then the MME cannot determine TAs in which

the MME may page the UE by using the IMSI of the UE.
[0012] Additionally, if the MME loses the mobility man-
agement context of the UE due to such reasons as re-
start, or if the mobility management context of the UE is
corrupted, it may cause the MME unable to determine
the TAI LIST of the UE. Thus, the MME cannot determine
the TAs in which the MME may page the UE by using
the IMSI of the UE, either.
[0013] When a network error, for example, Lower Lay-
er Failure or MME Restart, is detected, the UE may be
unable to access to the network, and at this point, it needs
to page the UE in
[0014] order to make the UE access the network again.
In conclusion, during the above network error recovery
procedure, a situation in which the MME cannot deter-
mine the TAI List of the UE when the MME pages the UE
by using the IMSI of the UE may exist, and at this point,
the MME cannot determine TAs in which the MME pages
the UE.

Summary of the Invention

[0015] Embodiments of the invention provide a paging
method, which solves a problem in the prior art that an
MME cannot determine TAs in which the MME pages a
UE, when the MME pages the UE by using the IMSI of
the UE during network error recovery procedure.
[0016] Correspondingly, embodiments of the invention
further provide a paging device.
[0017] The technical solutions of the embodiments of
the invention are as follows.
[0018] A paging method, including: delivering, by a Mo-
bility Management Entity, a new TAI List allocated to a
UE to the UE; and paging, by the Mobility Management
Entity the UE using an IMSI in TAs corresponding to
TAIes contained in an existing TAI List of the UE and in
the new TAI List allocated to the UE, after a network error
is detected;
wherein, paging the UE in TAs corresponding to TAIes
contained in the existing TAI List of the UE and in the
new TAI List allocated to the UE includes:

determining, by the Mobility Management Entity,
TAIes corresponding to TAs served by correspond-
ing base stations and included in the TAs corre-
sponding to the TAIes contained in the existing TAI
List of the UE and in the new TAI List allocated to
the UE;

inserting, by the Mobility Management Entity, the
TAIes corresponding to the TAs served by the re-
spective corresponding base stations and included
in the TAs corresponding to the TAIes contained in
the existing TAI List of the UE and in the new TAI
List allocated to the UE, into paging messages that
are to be sent to the respective corresponding base
stations; and
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sending, by the Mobility Management Entity, the
paging messages inserted with the TAIes to the re-
spective corresponding base stations.

[0019] A paging device, including: a delivering unit, for
delivering a new TAI List allocated to a UE to the UE; a
detecting unit, for detecting whether a network error oc-
curs; and a paging unit, for paging the UE using an IMSI
in TAs corresponding to TAIes contained in an existing
TAI List of the UE and in the new TAI List allocated to
the UE, after the detecting unit detects a
network error;
wherein, the paging unit includes:

a determining subunit, for determining TAIes corre-
sponding to TAs served by corresponding base sta-
tions and included in the TAs corresponding to the
TAIes contained in the existing TAI List of the UE
and in the new TAI List allocated to the UE;
an inserting subunit, for inserting the TAIes corre-
sponding to the TAs served by the respective corre-
sponding base stations and included in the TAs cor-
responding to the TAIes contained in the existing TAI
List of the UE and in the new TAI List allocated to
the UE, into paging messages that are to be sent to
the respective corresponding base stations; and
a sending subunit, for sending the paging messages
inserted with the TAIes by the inserting subunit to
the respective corresponding base stations.

[0020] In the technical solutions of the embodiments
of the invention, a NEW TAI List allocated to a UE is
delivered to the UE, and after a network error is detected,
the UE is paged by using an IMSI in TAs corresponding
to TAIes contained in an existing OLD TAI List of the UE
and in the NEW TAI List allocated to the UE, so that
during network error recovery procedure, corresponding
base stations can be indicated to page the UE in the TAs
corresponding to the TAIes contained in the OLD TAI List
and in the NEW TAI List by using the IMSI, even if the
effectiveness of the OLD TAI List and the NEW TAI List
cannot be determined, thereby making the UE able to
access to the network again after receiving a paging from
the MME.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0021]

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of a flow chart of a
method for paging a UE by using the IMSI of the UE
in Embodiment 1 of the invention;
Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram of a specific flow chart
of a first paging method for paging a UE by using the
IMSI of the UE in Embodiment 1 of the invention;
Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of a specific flow chart
of a second paging method for paging a UE by using
the IMSI of the UE in Embodiment 1 of the invention;

Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram of the structure of a
paging device in Embodiment 1 of the invention;
Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram of a flow chart of a
method for paging a UE by using the IMSI of the UE
in Embodiment 2 of the invention;
Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram of a specific flow chart
of a paging method for paging a UE by using the
IMSI of the UE in Embodiment 2 of the invention; and
Fig. 7 is a schemetic diagram of the structure of a
paging device in Embodiment 2 of the invention.

Detailed Description of the Embodiments

[0022] The main realization principles, the specific em-
bodiments and the beneficial effects that may be attained
correspondingly will be described in detail in conjunction
with each of the drawings.
[0023] In the embodiments of the invention, the GUTI
and TAI List contained in a GUTI Reallocation Command
message or a TAU Accept message may be combined
in the following three modes.

Combination Mode 1: OLD GUTI and NEW TAI List,
i.e., the MME only allocates a NEW TAI List to a UE,
with no NEW GUTI allocated;

Combination Mode 2: NEW GUTI, i.e., the MME only
allocates a NEW GUTI to a UE, with no NEW TAI
List allocated;

Combination Mode 3: NEW GUTI and NEW TAI List,
i.e., the MME allocates both a NEW GUTI and a NEW
TAI List to a UE.

[0024] As shown in Fig. 1, a flow chart of a method for
paging a UE by using the IMSI of the UE in Embodiment
1 of the invention is illustrated and includes the following
operations 11-13.

Operation 11: determining to page the UE by using
the IMSI of the UE;
Operation 12: before paging, firstly judging whether
a TAI List of the UE is stored, wherein the TAI list of
the UE may be a NEW TAI List or an OLD TAI List,
or a NEW TAI List and an OLD TAI List;

[0025] Particularly, Embodiment 1 of the invention may
be, but not limited to, GUTI Reallocation procedure or
TAU procedure. During GUTI Reallocation procedure or
TAU procedure, after the NEW GUTI and/or NEW TAI
List allocated to the UE are/is delivered to the UE, and a
Lower Layer Failure is detected, it determines to page
the UE by using the IMSI of the UE, wherein the NEW
TAI List and/or NEW TAI List allocated to the UE are/is
delivered to the UE in the following three implementation
situations.
[0026] The first implementation situation is corre-
sponding to the above Combination Mode 1, and specif-
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ically: the existing OLD GUTI of the UE and the NEW TAI
List allocated to the UE are included in a GUTI Reallo-
cation Command message or a TAU Accept message
and delivered to the UE;
[0027] The second implementation situation is corre-
sponding to the above Combination Mode 2, and specif-
ically: the NEW GUTI allocated to the UE is included in
a GUTI Reallocation Command message or a TAU Ac-
cept message and delivered to the UE;
[0028] The third implementation situation is corre-
sponding to the above Combination Mode 3, and specif-
ically: the NEW GUTI allocated to the UE and the NEW
TAI List allocated to the UE are included in a GUTI Re-
allocation Command message or a TAU Accept message
and delivered to the UE.
[0029] If a Lower Layer Failure is detected during the
time period between the issuing of the GUTI Reallocation
Command message and the receiving of the GUTI Re-
allocation Complete message fed back by the UE, it
needs to page the UE by using the IMSI of the UE, in
order to establish a NAS signaling connection between
the UE and the network side; if a Lower Layer Failure is
detected during the time period between the issuing of
the TAU Accept message and the receiving of the TAU
Complete message fed back by the UE and the results
of paging the UE by using the OLD GUTI or NEW GUTI
of the UE both present a paging failure, it needs to page
the UE by using the IMSI of the UE.
[0030] Operation 13: if a result of the judging presents
that no TAI List of the UE is stored, then the UE is paged
in TAs served by base stations connected locally. Herein,
the base stations connected locally refer to base stations
connected with the MME, and a base station connected
to an MME is also referred to as an eNodeB.
[0031] If the MME loses the mobility management con-
text data of the UE due to such reasons as restart, or if
the mobility management context data of the UE is cor-
rupted, then no TAI List of the UE is stored in the MME.
[0032] Particularly, the operation of paging the UE in
the TAs served by the connected base stations may con-
tain, but not limited to, the following two implementation
situations.
[0033] Implementation Situation 1: Firstly, a parameter
for indicating a base station to page in a TA or TAs served
by the base station is inserted into a Paging message
that is to be sent to the base station connected locally,
and then Paging messages inserted with the above pa-
rameter are sent to the base stations connected locally
respectively, wherein the above parameter may be in-
serted into the field TAI List of the Paging message or a
newly added field of the Paging message;
[0034] Implementation Situation 2: Firstly, TAIes cor-
responding to TAs served by the base stations connected
locally are determined respectively from a stored corre-
sponding relationship between identities of base stations
and TAIes, and then the determined TAIes correspond-
ing to the TAs served by a corresponding base station
are inserted into a Paging message that is to be sent to

the base station connected locally, and then the Paging
message inserted with the TAIes is sent to the corre-
sponding base station.
[0035] More specific embodiments will be given below.
[0036] If the base stations connected locally are base
station 1 and base station 2, wherein the TAs served by
base station 1 are TA1 and TA2, and the TAs served by
base station 2 are TA3 and TA4. As shown in Fig. 2, a
specific realization flow chart of a first paging method for
paging a UE by using the IMSI of the UE in Embodiment
1 of the invention is illustrated and includes the following
operations 21-25.

Operation 21: including the existing OLD GUTI of
the UE and the NEW TAI List allocated to the UE in
a GUTI Reallocation Command message and deliv-
ering the message to the UE;

Operation 22: detecting whether a Lower Layer Fail-
ure occurs;

Operation 23: if a Lower Layer Failure is detected in
Operation 22, judging whether the existing OLD TAI
List of the UE or the NEW TAI List allocated to the
UE is stored;

Operation 24: if it is judged in Operation 23 that nei-
ther the existing OLD TAI List of the UE nor the NEW
TAI List allocated to the UE is stored, inserting a
promissory parameter into Paging messages that
are to be sent to the connected base station 1 and
base station 2 respectively, wherein the promissory
parameter is used for indicating base station 1 and
base station 2, after receiving the Paging messages
respectively, to page the UE in the TAs served re-
spectively by base station 1 and base station 2,
wherein the promissory parameter may be inserted
into the field TAI List of the Paging message, and
the promissory parameter may be 0 or a parameter
with a particular meaning, for example, a certain let-
ter or number, etc.; Additionally, the promissory pa-
rameter may also be inserted into a newly added
field of the Paging message, i.e., an indication infor-
mation unit is newly added to the Paging message;

Operation 25: sending the Paging messages to base
station 1 and base station 2 connected locally, re-
spectively; after receiving the Paging message, base
station 1 pages the UE in TA1 and TA2 by using the
IMSI in the field UE Paging Identity of the Paging
message according to the promissory parameter in
the Paging message; and after receiving the Paging
message, base station 2 pages the UE in TA3 and
TA4 by using the IMSI in the field UE Paging Identity
of the Paging message according to the promissory
parameter in the Paging message.

[0037] As shown in Fig.3, a specific realization flow
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chart of a second paging method for paging a UE by
using the IMSI of the UE in Embodiment 1 of the invention
is illustrated and includes the following operations 31-36.

Operation 31: including the existing OLD GUTI of
the UE and a NEW TAI List allocated to the UE in a
GUTI Reallocation Command message and deliver-
ing the message to the UE;

Operation 32: detecting whether a Lower Layer Fail-
ure occurs;

Operation 33: if a Lower Layer Failure is detected in
Operation 32, judging whether the existing OLD TAI
List of the UE or the NEW TAI List allocated to the
UE is stored;

Operation 34: if it is judged in Operation 23 that nei-
ther the existing OLD TAI List nor the NEW TAI List
allocated to the UE is stored, then determining from
a stored corresponding relationship between identi-
ties of base stations and TAIs that the TAs served
by base station 1 are TA1 and TA2 and the TAs
served by base station 2 are TA3 and TA4, respec-
tively;

Operation 35: inserting TA1 and TA2 into the field
TAI List of a Paging message to be sent to base
station 1, and inserting TA3 and TA4 into the field
TAI List of a Paging message to be sent to base
station 2;

Operation 36: sending the above Paging messages
to be sent, to base station 1 and base station 2 that
are connected locally, respectively; after receiving
the Paging message, base station 1 pages the UE
in TA1 and TA2 by using the IMSI in the field UE
Paging Identity of the Paging message according to
TA1 and TA2 in the field TAI List of the Paging mes-
sage; and after receiving the Paging message, base
station 2 pages the UE in TA3 and TA4 by using the
IMSI in the field UE Paging Identity of the Paging
message according to TA3 and TA4 in the field TAI
List of the Paging message.

[0038] In the technical solution provided in Embodi-
ment 1 of the invention, it first determines to page the UE
by using the IMSI of the UE, and before paging, it judges
whether a TAI List of the UE is stored, if the judgment
result is "not", it pages the UE in TAs served by the base
stations connected locally, so that when an MME pages
a UE by using the IMSI of the UE during network error
recovery procedure, a corresponding base station may
be indicated to page the UE in TAs served by the base
station, even if no TAI List of the UE is stored, thereby
making the UE able to access to the network again after
receiving a paging from the MME.
[0039] Embodiment 1 of the invention further provides

a paging device, as shown in Fig. 4, the paging device
including: a determining unit 41, a judging unit 42 and a
paging unit 43, wherein:

the determining unit 41 is used to determine whether
to page a UE by using the IMSI of the UE;

the judging unit 42 is used to judge whether a TAI
List of the UE is stored before paging, after the de-
termining unit 41 determines to page the UE by using
the IMSI of the UE; and

the paging unit 43 is used to page the UE in TAs
served by base stations connected locally when the
judgment result of the judging unit 42 is negative;

[0040] Preferably, the paging unit 43 specifically in-
cludes a first inserting subunit and a first sending subunit,
wherein the first inserting subunit is used to insert a pa-
rameter for indicating each of the base stations to page
in the TAs served by the base station, into Paging mes-
sages that are to be sent to the base stations connected
locally respectively; and the first sending subunit is used
to send the Paging messages inserted with the above
parameter by the first inserting subunit, to the base sta-
tions that are connected locally, respectively.
[0041] Preferably, the paging unit 43 specifically in-
cludes a determining subunit, a second inserting subunit
and a second sending subunit, wherein the determining
subunit is used to determine TAIs corresponding to the
TAs served by respective base stations connected local-
ly; the second inserting subunit is used to insert the TAIs
corresponding to the TAs served by the respective base
stations that are determined by the determining subunit,
into Paging messages that are to be sent to the respective
base stations connected locally; and the second sending
subunit is used to send the Paging messages inserted
with the TAIes by the second inserting subunit, to the
respective base stations.
[0042] As shown in Fig. 5, a flow chart of a method for
paging a UE by using the IMSI of the UE in Embodiment
2 of the invention is illustrated and includes the following
operations 51-53.

Operation 51: delivering a NEW TAI List allocated
to a UE to the UE;
Particularly, the NEW TAI List allocated to the UE is
delivered to the UE in the following two implemen-
tation situations:

the first implementation situation is correspond-
ing to Combination Mode 1 of the GUTI and TAI
List contained in the GUTI Reallocation Com-
mand message or the TAU Accept message,
and specifically: the existing OLD GUTI of the
UE and the NEW TAI List allocated to the UE
are included in a GUTI Reallocation Command
message or a TAU Accept message and deliv-
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ered to the UE;

the second implementation situation is corre-
sponding to Combination Mode 3 of the GUTI
and TAI List contained in the GUTI Reallocation
Command message or the TAU Accept mes-
sage, and specifically: the NEW GUTI allocated
to the UE and the NEW TAI List allocated to the
UE are included in a GUTI Reallocation Com-
mand message or a TAU Accept message and
delivered to the UE.

Operation 52: detecting whether a network error oc-
curs;
Particularly, the network error may be, but not limited
to, a Lower Layer Failure, if a Lower Layer Failure
is detected during the time period between the issu-
ing of the GUTI Reallocation Command message
and the receiving of the GUTI Reallocation Complete
message fed back by the UE, it needs to page the
UE by using the IMSI of the UE, in order to establish
a NAS signaling connection between the UE and the
network side; if a Lower Layer Failure is detected
during the time period between the issuing of the
TAU Accept message and the receiving of the TAU
Complete message fed back by the UE, and the re-
sults of paging the UE by using the OLD GUTI or
NEW GUTI of the UE both present page failure, it
needs to page the UE by using the IMSI of the UE;
Operation 53: if a network error is detected in Oper-
ation 52, it pages the UE in TAs corresponding to
TAIes contained in the existing OLD TAI List of the
UE and in the NEW TAI List allocated to the UE, by
using the IMSI of the UE;
Particularly, the operation of paging the UE in the
TAs corresponding to the TAIes contained in the ex-
isting OLD TAI List of the UE and in the NEW TAI
List allocated to the UE may be, but not limited to,
the following process:
it first determines, from a corresponding relationship
between base station identities and TAIes, TAIes
corresponding to TAs served by respective base sta-
tions and included in the TAs corresponding to the
TAIes contained in the existing OLD TAI List of the
UE and in the NEW TAI List allocated to the UE, and
then it inserts the TAIes corresponding to the TAs
served by the respective base stations and included
in the TAs corresponding to the TAIes contained in
the existing OLD TAI List of the UE and in the NEW
TAI List allocated to the UE, into Paging messages
to be sent to the respective base stations, and sends
the above Paging messages inserted with the TAIes
to the respective base stations.

[0043] More specific embodiments will be given below.
[0044] If the base stations connected are base station
1 and base station 2, the TAs served by base station 1
are TA1 and TA2, and the TAs served by base station 2

are TA3 and TA4, the TAI contained in the existing OLD
TAI List of the UE is TA1, and the TAI contained in the
NEW TAI List allocated to the UE is TA3. As shown in
Fig. 6, a specific realization flow chart of a paging method
for paging a UE by using the IMSI of the UE in Embodi-
ment 2 of the invention is illustrated and includes the
following operations 61-65.

Operation 61: including the existing OLD GUTI of
the UE and the NEW TAI List allocated to the UE in
a GUTI Reallocation Command message and deliv-
ering the message to the UE;

Operation 62: detecting whether a Lower Layer Fail-
ure occurs;

Operation 63: If a Lower Layer Failure is detected in
Operation 62, it is determined, from a stored corre-
sponding relationship between identities of base sta-
tions and TAIes, that the TA served by base station
1 and included in the TAs corresponding to the TAIes
contained in the existing OLD TAI List of the UE and
in the NEW TAI List allocated to the UE is TA1, and
the TA served by base station 2 and included in the
TAs corresponding to the TAIes contained in the ex-
isting OLD TAI List of the UE and in the NEW TAI
List allocated to the UE is TA3, respectively;

Operation 64: inserting TA1 into the field TAI List of
a Paging message to be sent to base station 1, and
inserting TA3 into the field TAI List of a Paging mes-
sage to be sent to base station 2;

Operation 65: sending the above Paging messages
to be sent, to base station 1 and base station 2 that
are connected locally, respectively; after receiving
the Paging message, base station 1 pages the UE
in TA1 by using the IMSI in the field UE Paging Iden-
tity of the Paging message according to TA1 in the
field TAI List of the Paging message; after receiving
the Paging message, base station 2 pages the UE
in TA3 by using the IMSI in the field UE Paging Iden-
tity of the Paging message according to TA3 in the
field TAI List of the Paging message.

[0045] Additionally, as corresponding to Combination
Mode 2 of the GUTI and TAI List contained in the GUTI
Reallocation Command message or the TAU Accept
message, i.e., no NEW TAI List is allocated to the UE,
only the existing OLD TAI List of the UE is stored; if a
Lower Layer Failure is detected during the time period
between the issuing of the GUTI Reallocation Command
message and the receiving of the GUTI Reallocation
Complete message fed back by the UE, it needs to page
the UE in TAs corresponding to TAIes contained in the
OLD TAI List by using the IMSI of the UE, in order to
establish a NAS signaling connection between the UE
and the network side; if a Lower Layer Failure is detected
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during the time period between the issuing of the TAU
Accept message and the receiving of the TAU Complete
message fed back by the UE, and the results of paging
the UE by using the OLD GUTI or NEW GUTI of the UE
are both Paging Failed, it needs to page the UE in the
TAs corresponding to the TAIes contained in the OLD
TAI List by using the IMSI of the UE.
[0046] In the technical solution provided in Embodi-
ment 2 of the invention, a NEW TAI List allocated to the
UE is delivered to the UE, and after a Lower Layer Failure
is detected, it pages the UE by using the IMSI of the UE
in the TAs corresponding to the TAIes contained in the
existing OLD TAI List of the UE and in the NEW TAI List
allocated to the UE, so that when an MME pages a UE
by using the IMSI of the UE, it may indicate corresponding
base stations to page the UE in certain TAs even in the
case that TAI List of the UE can not be determined, there-
by making the UE able to access to the network again
after receiving a paging from the MME.
[0047] Correspondingly, Embodiment 2 of the inven-
tion further provides a paging device, as shown in Fig.
7, the paging device including: a sending unit 71, a de-
tecting unit 72 and a paging unit 73, wherein:

the sending unit 71 is used to deliver a NEW TAI List
allocated to a UE to the UE;

the detecting unit 72 is used to detect whether a net-
work error occurs; and

the paging unit 73 is used to page the UE by using
the IMSI of the UE in TAs corresponding to TAIes
contained in the existing OLD TAI List of the UE and
in the NEW TAI List allocated to the UE, after a net-
work error is detected by the detecting unit 72.

[0048] Preferably, the paging unit 73 specifically in-
cludes a determining subunit, a inserting subunit and a
sending subunit, wherein the determining subunit is used
to determine TAIes corresponding to TAs served by re-
spective base stations and included in the TAs corre-
sponding to the TAIes contained in the existing OLD TAI
List of the UE and in the NEW TAI List allocated to the
UE; the inserting subunit is used to insert the TAIes cor-
responding to the TAs served by the respective base
stations and included in the TAs corresponding to the
TAIes contained in the existing OLD TAI List of the UE
and in the NEW TAI List allocated to the UE, which is
determined by the determining subunit, into Paging mes-
sages to be sent to the respective base stations; and the
sending subunit is used to send the Paging messages
inserted with the TAIes by the inserting subunit to the
respective base stations.
[0049] It should be noted that, the above embodiments
are only used to illustrate the invention, rather than lim-
iting the scope of the invention, and the invention is not
limited to the above embodiments either; various techni-
cal solutions and modifications thereof without departing

from the scope of the invention are all intended to be
contemplated by the invention.

Claims

1. A paging method that comprises:

delivering, by a Mobility Management Entity, a
new Track Area Identity List allocated to a User
Equipment to the User Equipment; and
paging, by the Mobility Management Entity, the
User Equipment by using an International Mo-
bile Subscriber Identity in Track Areas corre-
sponding to Track Area Identities contained in
an existing Track Area Identity List of the User
Equipment and in the new Track Area Identity
List allocated to the User Equipment, after a net-
work error is detected;
wherein, paging the User Equipment in Track
Areas corresponding to Track Area Identities
contained in the existing Track Area Identity List
of the User Equipment and in the new Track Area
Identity List allocated to the User Equipment
comprises:

determining, by the Mobility Management
Entity, Track Area Identities corresponding
to Track Areas served by corresponding
base stations and included in the Track Ar-
eas corresponding to the Track Area Iden-
tities contained in the existing Track Area
Identity List of the User Equipment and in
the new Track Area Identity List allocated
to the User Equipment;
inserting, by the Mobility Management En-
tity, the Track Area Identities corresponding
to the Track Areas served by the respective
corresponding base stations and included
in the Track Areas corresponding to the
Track Area Identities contained in the exist-
ing Track Area Identity List of the User
Equipment and in the new Track Area Iden-
tity List allocated to the User Equipment, in-
to paging messages that are to be sent to
the respective corresponding base stations;
and

sending, by the Mobility Management Entity, the
paging messages inserted with the Track Area
Identities to the respective corresponding base
stations.

2. A paging device that comprises:

a sending unit (71), for delivering a new Track
Area Identity List allocated to a User Equipment
to the User Equipment;
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a detecting unit (72), for detecting whether a net-
work error occurs; and
a paging unit (73), for paging the User Equip-
ment by using an International Mobile Subscrib-
er Identity in Track Areas corresponding to Track
Area Identities contained in an existing Track
Area Identity List of the User Equipment and in
the new Track Area Identity List allocated to the
User Equipment, after the detecting unit detects
a network error;
wherein, the paging unit (73) comprises:

a determining subunit, for determining
Track Area Identities corresponding to
Track Areas served by corresponding base
stations and included in the Track Areas
corresponding to the Track Area Identities
contained in the existing Track Area Identity
List of the User Equipment and in the new
Track Area Identity List allocated to the User
Equipment;
an inserting subunit, for inserting the Track
Area Identities corresponding to the Track
Areas served by the respective correspond-
ing base stations and included in the Track
Areas corresponding to the Track Area
Identities contained in the existing Track Ar-
ea Identity List of the User Equipment and
in the new Track Area Identity List allocated
to the User Equipment that are determined
by the determining subunit, into paging
messages that are to be sent to the respec-
tive corresponding base stations; and

a sending subunit, for sending the paging mes-
sages inserted with the Track Area Identities by
the inserting subunit to the respective corre-
sponding base stations.

Patentansprüche

1. Paging-Verfahren, das umfasst:

Bereitstellen, durch eine Mobilitätsverwaltungs-
einheit (Mobility Management Entity, MME), ei-
ner neuen einem Benutzergerät zugewiesenen
Tracking Area-Kennungsliste an ein Benutzer-
gerät; und
Pagen, durch die Mobilitätsverwaltungseinheit,
des Benutzergeräts unter Verwendung einer in-
ternationalen Mobilfunkteilnehmerkennung (In-
ternational Mobile Subscriber Identity, IMSI) in
Tracking Areas, die den Tracking Area-Kennun-
gen entsprechen, die in einer vorhandenen Tra-
cking Area-Kennungsliste des Benutzergeräts
und in der neuen dem Benutzergerät zugewie-
senen Tracking Area-Kennungsliste enthalten

sind, nachdem ein Netzwerkfehler erkannt wird;
wobei das Pagen des Benutzergeräts in Tra-
cking Areas, die den Tracking Area-Kennungen
entsprechen, die in einer vorhandenen Tracking
Area-Kennungsliste des Benutzergeräts und in
der neuen dem Benutzergerät zugewiesenen
Tracking Area-Kennungsliste enthalten sind,
umfasst:

Bestimmen, durch die Mobilitätsverwal-
tungseinheit, von Tracking Area-Kennun-
gen, die Tracking Areas entsprechen, die
von entsprechenden Basisstationen be-
dient werden und in den Tracking Areas ent-
halten sind, die den Tracking Area-Kennun-
gen entsprechen, die in der vorhandenen
Tracking Area-Kennungsliste des Benutz-
ergeräts und in der neuen dem Benutzer-
gerät zugewiesenen Tracking Area-Ken-
nungsliste enthalten sind;
Einfügen, durch die Mobilitätsverwaltungs-
einheit, der Tracking Area-Kennungen, die
den Tracking Areas entsprechen, die von
den jeweiligen entsprechenden Basisstati-
onen bedient werden und in den Tracking
Areas enthalten sind, die den Tracking
Area-Kennungen entsprechen, die in der
vorhandenen Tracking Area-Kennungsliste
des Benutzergeräts und in der neuen dem
Benutzergerät zugewiesenen Tracking
Area-Kennungsliste enthalten sind, in Pa-
ging-Nachrichten, die an die jeweiligen ent-
sprechenden Basisstationen gesendet wer-
den sollen; und
Senden, durch die Mobilitätsverwaltungs-
einheit, der Paging-Nachrichten, die mit den
Tracking Area-Kennungen eingefügt wur-
den, an die jeweiligen entsprechenden Ba-
sisstationen.

2. Paging-Vorrichtung, die umfasst:

eine Sendeeinheit (71) zum Bereitstellen einer
neuen einem Benutzergerät zugewiesenen Tra-
cking Area-Kennungsliste an das Benutzerge-
rät;
eine Erkennungseinheit (72) zum Erkennen, ob
ein Netzwerkfehler auftritt; und
eine Paging-Einheit (73) zum Pagen des Be-
nutzergeräts unter Verwendung einer internati-
onalen Mobilfunkteilnehmerkennung (Internati-
onal Mobile Subscriber Identity, IMSI) in Tra-
cking Areas, die den Tracking Area-Kennungen
entsprechen, die in einer vorhandenen Tracking
Area-Kennungsliste des Benutzergeräts und in
der neuen dem Benutzergerät zugewiesenen
Tracking Area-Kennungsliste enthalten sind,
nachdem die Erkennungseinheit einen Netz-
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werkfehler erkennt;
wobei die Paging-Einheit (73) umfasst:

eine Bestimmungsuntereinheit zum Be-
stimmen von Tracking Area-Kennungen,
die Tracking Areas entsprechen, die von
entsprechenden Basisstationen bedient
werden und in den Tracking Areas enthal-
ten sind, die den Tracking Area-Kennungen
entsprechen, die in der vorhandenen Tra-
cking Area-Kennungsliste des Benutzerge-
räts und in der neuen dem Benutzergerät
zugewiesenen Tracking Area-Kennungslis-
te enthalten sind;
eine Einfügeuntereinheit zum Einfügen der
Tracking Area-Kennungen, die den Tra-
cking Areas entsprechen, die von den je-
weiligen entsprechenden Basisstationen
bedient werden und in den Tracking Areas
enthalten sind, die den Tracking Area-Ken-
nungen entsprechen, die in der vorhande-
nen Tracking Area-Kennungsliste des Be-
nutzergeräts und in der neuen dem Benutz-
ergerät zugewiesenen Tracking Area-Ken-
nungsliste enthalten sind, und die von der
Bestimmungsuntereinheit bestimmt wer-
den, in Paging-Nachrichten, die an die je-
weiligen entsprechenden Basisstationen
gesendet werden sollen; und
eine Sendeuntereinheit zum Senden der
Paging-Nachrichten, die mit den Tracking
Area-Kennungen durch die Einfügeunter-
einheit eingefügt wurden, an die jeweiligen
entsprechenden Basisstationen.

Revendications

1. Procédé de radiomessagerie qui consiste :

à délivrer, au moyen d’une entité de gestion de
mobilité, une nouvelle liste d’identités de zone
de suivi attribuée à un équipement utilisateur à
l’équipement utilisateur ; et
à téléavertir, au moyen de l’entité de gestion de
mobilité, l’équipement utilisateur en utilisant une
identité internationale d’abonné mobile (IMSI)
dans des zones de suivi correspondant à des
identités de zone de suivi contenues dans une
liste d’identités de zone de suivi existante de
l’équipement utilisateur et dans la nouvelle liste
d’identités de zone de suivi attribuée à l’équipe-
ment utilisateur, après qu’une erreur de réseau
est détectée ;
dans lequel le fait de téléavertir l’équipement uti-
lisateur dans des zones de suivi correspondant
à des identités de zone de suivi contenues dans
la liste d’identités de zone de suivi existante de

l’équipement utilisateur et dans la nouvelle liste
d’identités de zone de suivi attribuée à l’équipe-
ment utilisateur, consiste :

à déterminer, au moyen de l’entité de ges-
tion de mobilité, des identités de zone de
suivi correspondant à des zones de suivi
desservies par des stations de base corres-
pondantes et incluses dans les zones de
suivi correspondant aux identités de zone
de suivi contenues dans la liste d’identités
de zone de suivi existante de l’équipement
utilisateur et dans la nouvelle liste d’identi-
tés de zone de suivi attribuée à l’équipe-
ment utilisateur ;
à insérer, au moyen de l’entité de gestion
de mobilité, les identités de zone de suivi
correspondant aux zones de suivi desser-
vies par les stations de base correspondan-
tes respectives et incluses dans les zones
de suivi correspondant aux identités de zo-
ne de suivi contenues dans la liste d’identi-
tés de zone de suivi existante de l’équipe-
ment utilisateur et dans la nouvelle liste
d’identités de zone de suivi attribuée à
l’équipement utilisateur, dans des messa-
ges de radiomessagerie qui doivent être en-
voyés aux stations de base correspondan-
tes respectives ; et
à envoyer, au moyen de l’entité de gestion
de mobilité, les messages de radiomessa-
gerie insérés avec les identités de zone de
suivi aux stations de base correspondantes
respectives.

2. Dispositif de radiomessagerie qui comprend :

une unité d’envoi (71) pour délivrer une nouvelle
liste d’identités de zone de suivi attribuée à un
équipement utilisateur à l’équipement
utilisateur ;
une unité de détection (72) pour détecter si une
erreur de réseau se produit ; et
une unité de radiomessagerie (73) pour téléa-
vertir l’équipement utilisateur en utilisant une
identité internationale d’abonné mobile dans
des zones de suivi correspondant à des identités
de zone de suivi contenues dans une liste
d’identités de zone de suivi existante de l’équi-
pement utilisateur et dans la nouvelle liste
d’identités de zone de suivi attribuée à l’équipe-
ment utilisateur, après que l’unité de détection
détecte une erreur de réseau ;
dans lequel l’unité de radiomessagerie (73)
comprend :

une sous-unité de détermination pour dé-
terminer des identités de zone de suivi cor-
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respondant à des zones de suivi desservies
par des stations de base correspondantes
et incluses dans les zones de suivi corres-
pondant aux identités de zone de suivi con-
tenues dans la liste d’identités de zone de
suivi existante de l’équipement utilisateur et
dans la nouvelle liste d’identités de zone de
suivi attribuée à l’équipement utilisateur ;
une sous-unité d’insertion pour insérer les
identités de zone de suivi correspondant
aux zones de suivi desservies par les sta-
tions de base correspondantes respectives
et incluses dans les zones de suivi corres-
pondant aux identités de zone de suivi con-
tenues dans la liste d’identités de zone de
suivi existante de l’équipement utilisateur et
dans la nouvelle liste d’identités de zone de
suivi attribuée à l’équipement utilisateur, qui
sont déterminées par la sous-unité de dé-
termination, dans des messages de radio-
messagerie qui doivent être envoyés aux
stations de base correspondantes
respectives ; et
une sous-unité d’envoi pour envoyer les
messages de radiomessagerie insérés
avec les identités de zone de suivi par la
sous-unité d’insertion aux stations de base
correspondantes respectives.
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